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SETUP: The game show host picks 5 game show cards of their choice from the 11 catego-
ries that follow. As the host, it is your responsibility to choose games that are accessible and 
equally-matched for players, as well as fun for the group! Certain situations may require you 
to award points, or to make a house rule. In these cases, be clear and encouraging to 
everyone! Japanese game shows are fun and silly, not mean! 

INTRODUCE THE GAMES: Once your 5 games are chosen, lay out their corresponding 
cards, and ask all contestants to pick a wristband and put it on! Turn on your announcer 
voice and tell everyone that they are on your game show (feel free to title it if you wish!), and 
they will be competing over 5 rounds for points. The player with the most points at the end 
will win! 

GAME SHOW ROUNDS: Each round, set out point chits equal to the number of contes-
tants. The numbers placed should be in ascending order, equal to the number of contes-
tants. For example, in a 4p game, place a 1, 2, 3, and 4, chit between players.

1 2 3 4 51 2 3 4 51 2 3 4 51 2 3 4 51 2 3 4 5

TOKYO GAME SHOW
In TOKYO GAME SHOW you are a game show host! Invite up to 5 of your friends (or up to 
10 with two copies of the game) to be contestants, competing over 5 rounds of games 
from 11 different categories in many different genres! 

1

contents
5 - Unique Stretch Bracelets
10 - Custom Wooden Dice
9 - Glow in the Dark Discs
32 - Large Points Chits
62 - Unique Game Show Cards

2
*Note this rulebook is not complete, and is only meant to showcase some of the included 
games. The contents may change before release.
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THE 5TH ROUND: When it comes time for the 5th round, you have the option to make it a 
double point round! To do this, place out 2 chits per number which are won together. If 
there is a tie after the 5th round, hold a new 6th game as a tie breaker! 

2 PLAYERS: When playing with only 2 players, there is no host. You may only choose from 
game cards that have the      symbol next to the number.  

There are 10 categories of game show games, with 5 games in each category. There is also 
an 11th category that includes cards to combine with other TOKYO SERIES games. 

While the games have different rules, there are many aspects that are the same throughout. 
If a game does not follow these general guidelines, it will tell you.

01: To determine start player, roll the die. The player whose bracelet matches goes first with 
play continuing clockwise.
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THE GAMES! host picks

02: When the host awards points, they do so by ranking their favorite to least favorite, and 
awards points as such.
03: Any time there are teams or one vs many, choose teams in whatever way you desire.
04: If players are eliminated from a game at the same time, they each take the same value 
point chit. "EX: 2 players get eliminated at the same time after the first round. They both 
take a 1-point chit.

01 ACRONYM: The host will make up a fake acronym, between 2-5 letters in length. Roll the 
color die to determine the start player. Contestants compete to come up with the most 
clever, funny, or impressive use of the acronym. After all players have gone (or passed), the 
host awards points. EX: The host says “E.P.F.”, and the 2 other contestants answer with 
“Empty Poodle Factory” and “Excited Pedestrian Fanboy”. The host awards the 2 chit to their 
favorite, and the 1 chit to the other. 

02 IMITATOR: The host chooses an object in the room. All contestants try to mimic that 
object with their bodies at the same time. The host awards points. 

general game guidelines



11    FARM WORDS: If a host is there, they will say “3, 2, 1” and point. Then all players must 
say a noun that is used on a farm. If a player hesitates, or says a word that has already been 
said by any player, they are eliminated by the host and take the lowest value chit. With no 
host, alternate back and forth counting between players until one is eliminated.

12 THREE WORDS: The host says a letter of the alphabet, in real time. All players must then 
say three words starting with that letter as fast as they can and take the highest point value 
chit after. If the host finds anyone cheated, they will not receive any points for this round.

14 ANIMALS THAT CAN..: The host says, "animals that can ____(run, climb, trip, etc.)". The 
first player to name an animal that fits that (must be a specific animal, not a category like 
'birds') takes the highest value chit. Then a new round starts with the remaining players.

15    IN THE BARN: Roll the color die to determine the start player. They say "(an animal)... in 
the barn", then the player to the left says the same as the player before, but with something 
about a new animal. EX: P1: A cat sitting in the barn. P2: A yack kicking a cat sitting in the 
barn. P3: Two chickens flying at a yack kicking a cat sitting in the barn. Play continues until a 

03 SNAG LINES: The host names a person or object (noun). The players must then all come 
up with a sales pitch for that thing. Roll the color die to determine the start player. After all 
have gone, the host awards points.

04 ACTION PLACE: The host says an act, such as "a man being shaved" or "a cat dancing", 
and then rolls the color die to determine the start player. The player rolled must say the 
funniest location they can think of for this act, and then continues clockwise. The host 
awards points.

05 MUSH P’S: The host says two words that start with P. Roll the color die to determine the 
start player. They must say a clever mixing of those two words together. The host awards 
points for the best. EX: The host might say “Pants” and “Porridge”. The contestants answer 
“Pornts”, “Prants”, and “Pidgants”. 

06 GROUP CHAT: The host sets up a group chat with all players. The host then types a word 
into the group chat, and all players have to type the same word back. The player who 
responds last takes the lowest value chit, and another round begins until all chits are 
claimed. 6

host vs all

WORD GAMES
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23    NINE PINKIES: Place 9 discs in the center of the table. Give each player a card in front 
of them. Divide 9 by the number of players, rounded up. When someone says go, players 
use only their pinkies to pick up one disc at a time and place it on top of their card as fast as 
possible. Once a player has grabbed enough discs as required, they grab the highest point 
value chit left. This continues until all players have a point chit.

24    HOUSE OF CARDS: Give each player 7 cards. When someone says go, contestants will 
attempt to make a house of cards using all 7 cards, in any orientation. When finished, grab 
the highest point value chit on the table. It is allowed to give up and take no chit.

26    MY HIPPOPOTAMUS SAYS WHAT: The host says "my hippopotatmus says what?" and 
then one player on team 1 says a word (such as apple). Any player on team 2 must then say 
a word that rhymes with that word, before a different player on the original team does. If 
team 2 succeeds, play shifts to team 2 saying a word, and so on. If your team loses (the 
word team rhymes their own word before your team), then your team loses the round. Lose 
two rounds and your team is eliminated. The winning team players all get points equal to 
the number of players on the opposite team (make change if necessary). EX: 2p v 3p, the 

player messes up and is eliminated, taking the lowest value chit remaining. Then start a new 
round with the remaining players.

16 BLOCK HUNT: Players leave the room. The host takes the point chits and dice, and hide 
them around the room, placing a die on top. The players return, and the players hunt for 
the blocks. If they find a block, they can look at the chit under. They can either keep it for the 
points and be finished, or put it back and keep looking for a higher point value chit.

17 BRING HITHER: The host names an item in the room, the first player to bring it gets the
highest value chit. Start a new round and continue until all players have point chits.

21    BALANCERS: Everyone holds out two fingers of their choice from the same hand. The 
host says “disc” or “die” and then everyone must balance on of that item to one of their 
fingers. If anything is dropped at any point, that player is eliminated and takes the lowest 
value chit. With 2 players, alternate choosing “disc” or “die”.

GET UP AND MOVE
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3p team wins, and they all receive a 2 point chit. In a no host 2P game, one player will say 
“my hippopotamus says what?”, the other will say a word, and then it’s a race to see who can 
rhyme with that word first. Alternate roles, and continue until a player has lost twice. The 
winner of the round gets 2 points, the loser no points. 

31 SHORT A DISC: Place 5 discs, 5 dice, and points chits 1-5 in the center of the contes-
tants. When the host says go, contestants can grab one item at a time from the center and 
place it in front of them, or return one item at a time to the center. The host will then roll the 
die for high/low, and the die for disc/die/chit, and yell ‘STOP’. All players must stop moving 
items, and the player(s) who match the condition rolled are eliminated, and take 1 point 
value chits. Continue playing this way, awarding one higher value chits each round, until all 
players have chits. EX: The host rolls ‘high’ and ‘disc’, and the player(s) who has the most 
discs in front of them is eliminated. 

32 WHO DREW IT?: Put a piece of paper in the center of the table, and give each player a 
writing utensil. Everyone puts their heads down, the host rolls the player die, and taps on 
the player they rolled. That player then secretly draws anything they want on the paper in 

the center, very quietly. The host rotates the paper, collects the die, then says "heads up". 
Everyone looks at the drawing, and points at the player they think drew the picture on the 
count of 3. The player who drew must point to a different player. If anyone guessed wrong, 
they are eliminated and get the lowest value chit left (even mulitple players). If however, the 
drawing player is not picked by any player, they are eliminated instead. Start a new round 
after and continue until only two players are left, they both get the highest value chit. 

33    CITY SHOW DOWN: The host or a random letter generator says a letter of the alpha-
bet. The players then have to name a city that starts with that letter, and grab the highest 
value chit remaining on the table. City names cannot be repeated.

34    GET OFF THE BOAT: Put the box top in the center of the table, and one unique die 
for each player on it. The host or a random player will now roll the 6 sided die. At any time, 
players can choose to get off the boat, but once off you can never get back in. -1 from the 
total sum of die rolls for each player that exits the boat. Roll the die 4 times, once the fourth 
roll is completed, the game is over and no one can get off of the boat. If the sum of all die 
rolls minus players who got out of the boat is more than 13, the boat sinks, and the players 
that got out of the boat get awarded score chits ranging from their count going down (if 3 
players got out, the first one out gets 3 points, second 2, third 1). If the boat doesn't sink, 

PLAYERS VS PLAYERS
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the players in the boat all get a chit equal to the number of players left on the boat (2 
players left in the boat means both players get 2 points).

35    DISC SPINNERS: Players each get a disc. One the count of 3, all players spin their discs 
on their edges. If your disc stops spinning, you have to take the lowest value chit left on the 
table. You also lose if your disc flies off the table, or you fail to start with the other players.

36    WHISP-GIGGLES: Roll the color die to determine the start player. They will whisper one 
word. If any players giggle, they are eliminated and take the lowest value chit remaining. 
Continue this way until all players have point chits. If no players giggle after once around 
the table, the host should increase the difficulty, such as smiling becoming grounds for 
elimination, or even just making any movement of the face or noise. 

QUIET GAMES
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TOKYO SERIES
BOTTLE SORTERS    (TOKYO JIDOHANBAIKI): Place all drinks in the center, and give each 
player a crate. When someone says go, it is a race to get 1 of each color, and 1 of each 
shape, into your crate. It is allowed to put drinks back as you wish, but you may only take 1 
drink at a time and it must be placed into your crate. Once you think you are finished, take 
the highest point value chit left from the center. You cannot change anything after you take 
a chit. After all players have a point chit, check the crates. If a player messed up, they don’t 
get to keep their point chit.

ANIMALS (TOKYO JUTAKU): Place all of the Jutaku pieces in the center of the table. The 
host will name an animal (lion, squirrel, giraffe, etc). Set a timer for 60 seconds, and make 
the sounds that animal makes loudly to signify the game is starting (“SQUEEK”). The players 
then use the Jutaku pieces, one at a time, and arrange them in ANY way they see fit to make 
that animal. When the 60 seconds are up, the host says “STOP”, and players stop building. 
The host then awards points chits to their favorites working down in value. 

METRO TAKE DOWN (TOKYO METRO): Place the Metro map on the table, and give each 



player 3 station pyramids. The host will then say the name of a station on the map without 
pointing, and players compete to put their pyramid on top of that station first. Only the 
fastest player gets to keep their pyramid there. Once a player has all 3 pyramids on the 
map, they are awarded the highest value chit. Continue this way until all players have points.

SEWER POP!     (TOKYO WASHI GAME CATS): Give each player one strip of Washi Cats 
tape and a pen. When the host (or a player in 2P) says start, contestants draw a line from the 
bottom left square of the map, moving with normal rules from the game except that you 
cannot cross your own color line, and jumping through every sewer. When a player jumps 
through all sewers, they take the highest value chit left on the table.
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